
FRESH BREWED ICED TEAS
Over 30 years ago, we set out on a mission to create a better tea 
experience to restaurant guests introducing and distributing the
first-ever restaurant fresh-brewed iced teas. Today, we partner with 
restaurants to create custom iced tea solutions that complement and 
enhance your restaurant’s cuisine and brand.  Our teas help boost 
your profits, delight guests and differentiate from the competition.    

Our fresh-brewed iced teas are on trend with savvy, quality conscious 
consumers looking for flavor experiences. For restaurants who 
compete for these highly-profitable and loyal guests, AmeriTea™ 
fresh-brewed iced teas are the clear choice.

AmeriTea Iced Teas are available in a variety of deliciously addicting, 
on-trend and differentiating flavors to complement your menu and 
exceed all of your restaurant guests’ iced tea cravings. Our flavorful 
refreshing iced teas are the finest teas available for your restaurant. 
Our premium iced teas offer hints of flavor that never overpower, 
while allowing the smooth flavor of fine tea to shine through. 
 
The specially chosen hand-picked leaves make AmeriTea Iced Teas 
a sip above the rest! 

TEA-LOVING CARE® BLENDS
China Mist’s Tea-LC™ program ensures our tea is optimized to give the most profitable and influential guests the 
tea experience they expect and deserve.  Everything you need for consistently delicious tea is covered for you 
by China Mist:  Equipment, service, training, marketing tools, maintenance and quality assurance.  We pour our 
hearts into it.  That’s why we call it our Tea-Loving Care®.  

Our comprehensive Tea-LC program ensures that your tea-brewing and dispensing equipment serves consis-
tently fresh and delicious tea. This keeps your most profitable guests coming back for more. After all, every great 
relationship deserves a little Tea-LC!

ORGANIC, FAIR TRADE, KOSHER AND HALAL CERTIFIED
•  Certified Organic - Noted teas are USDA certified 
 organic by CCOF
•  Certified Fair Trade - Noted teas are Fair Trade certified 
 by FairTrade USA
•  Certified Kosher - All our teas are certified Kosher 
 by the Kosher Supervision of America
•  Certified Halal - All our teas are certified Halal 

 by the Islamic Food and Nutrition Council of America

PACK SIZES: 
Available in fresh-brewed blends in multiple brew sizes:  

     1.5, 3 and 5 gallons.
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BLACK TEAS
Traditional  >  Whole-leaf premium black tea leaves are blended to produce a natural and earthy aroma, a complex nutty 
taste and a smooth, refreshing and satisfying finish. tea

Black Currant  >  Premium, whole-leaf black tea leaves and the flavors of rich, ripened black currants create a satisfying 
flavor experience with a crisp finish. 

Mango >  Ripened mango nectar flavors our premium whole-leaf black teas in this unique and refreshing iced black tea.

Passion Fruit  >  The exotic flavor and fragrance of fresh, ripe passion fruit complements premium, whole-leaf black tea for 
an indulgent, tropical  flavor experience with a clean crisp finish.

Prickly Pear >  The sweet-tartness of prickly pear fruit combined with the smooth, satisfying taste of whole-leaf premium 
black tea creates a crisp and refreshing experience. 

Raspberry >  Vine-ripened red raspberries flavor our whole-leaf black teas in this refreshing blend. 

Southern Peach >  Juicy peach nectar envelops our fine whole-leaf black tea. 

Fiesta Fria >  A fiesta of flavors in this fruity blend of whole-leaf black tea infused with a jolt of strawberry, tropical guava 
nectar and beautiful, aromatic herbs. 

Mango Frio  >  Slowly sip the taste of mango flavor and red, ripened strawberries in this seductive whole-leaf black tea.

Organic Estate  >  Our high altitude-grown organic black tea with a full body and crisp finish.  This tea is USDA Certified 
Organic and Certified Fair Trade by TransFair USA.

Organic Pineapple Lychee  >  Organic, fair-trade black premium black tea with the tropical flavors of ripened pineapple and 
lychee fruit. USDA Certified Organic and Certified Fair Trade by TransFair USA.

Watermelon Marula > The familiar taste of watermelon evokes memories of summer fun and the hint of exotic marula adds a 
dimension of uniqueness that makes this refreshing whole-leaf black tea unforgettable. 

GREEN TEAS
Blackberry Jasmine  >  Whole-leaf green teas from Southern China flavored with juicy blackberries and scented with 
night-blooming jasmine petals. 

Honey Mint >  Familiar flavors of rich honey and refreshing mint blends with our premium signature blend of green teas. 

Natural >  Light and fresh with a mild flavor and layers of lemongrass make this a refreshing green tea.

Organic Garden Green >  Premium signature blend of flavorful organic whole-leaf green teas.  

Organic Jasmine Peach > Organic whole-leaf green teas flavored with ripened peaches and scented with night-blooming 
jasmine petals.

WHITE TEA
Orange Blossom >  Fragrant and sweet orange blossoms and the zing of ginger flavor our delicate whole-leaf white teas.  

HERBAL TEAS
Raspberry Herbal >  Tart juices of sun-ripened raspberries flavor herbs and flowers for a deliciously healthy and energizing 
brew. 

Hibiscus Raspberry Herbal >  Hibiscus flowers and strawberry leaves combined with the tart, fruity taste of raspberries make 
a vibrant glass with a fragrant aroma, bright red color and a sweet, fruity finish. 
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